The Alpha Centauri system is the primary target for planet search as it is the closest star system composed of a solar twin α Cen A, a K-dwarf α Cen B and an M-dwarf Proxima Centauri, which has a confirmed planet in the temperate zone. α Cen A & B were monitored intensively with the HARPS spectrograph for over 10 years, providing high-precision radial velocity measurements. In this work we study the available data to better understand the stellar activity and other contaminating signals. We highlight the importance of telluric contamination and its impact on the radial velocity measurements. Our suggested procedures lead to discarding about 5% of HARPS data, providing a dataset with an RMS improved by a factor of 2. We compile and quantify the behaviour of 345 spectral lines with a wide range of line shapes and sensitivity to activity.
INTRODUCTION
The first planetary system was confirmed around the pulsar PSR B1257+12 (Wolszczan & Frail 1992 ) and the first exoplanet orbiting a solar-type star 51 Pegasi was detected three years later (Mayor & Queloz 1995) . Today there are thousands and the number is growing.
The radial velocity (RV) method is currently responsible for detection or confirmation of widest range of exoplanets possible. This method was proposed years before spectrographs with precision high enough to detect planets became available (Struve 1952) , with the exception of hot Jupiters. It is an indirect method that measures the motion of the host star around the barycenter of the star-planet system. It relies on tiny shifts in narrow absorption features in stellar spectra, which are prone to variations due to stellar sources of noise such as oscillations, granulation, rotating active regions, and magnetic cycles. The first two can be minimized using an optimised observational strategy (O'Toole et al. 2008) , while other have much longer time-scales and can produce periodic signals in RV measurements via line profile variations (e.g., Saar & Donahue 1997; Queloz et al. 2001; Huélamo et al. 2008) . Others can be identified and corrected for using activity indicators and cross-correlation function asymmetry (e.g., Santos et al. 2001; Lindegren & Dravins 2003; Kürster et al. 2003; Santos et al. 2010) . These stellar noise sources already have higher RV amplitude than instrumental noise in high-precision spectrographs like HARPS (Mayor et al. 2003) , so a better understanding of the impact of activity on the spectra and radial velocity measurements is required. More recent approaches include analysis of differential radial velocities (Feng et al. 2017) , wavelengthdependent noise via measuring RV from individual spectral lines (Dumusque 2018) , and analysis of line shape variations (Davis et al. 2017; Thompson et al. 2017; Wise et al. 2018) .
In this work we analyse the available observations of α Cen system with HARPS and quantify effect of telluric lines and activity-sensitive lines across the whole spectrum. Our focus is on α Cen B (spectral type K1V) due to a large number of observations which are well spaced in time. A weak signal was detected in the system before (Dumusque et al. 2012 ), but it was not confirmed (Hatzes 2013; Rajpaul et al. 2016) . Nevertheless, the star still may have low-mass planets (Zhao et al. 2018) .
The available data, as well as its quality and rejection criteria, is discussed in Section 2. Telluric contamination is estimated and additional observations are rejected in Section 3. Activity sensitive lines and a list of indices are discussed in Section 4.
DATA
The dataset consists of 22559 high resolution (R = 110000) spectra obtained with the HARPS spectrograph between 2005 and 2016, including both α Cen A & B observations. We use the one-dimensional (so called s1d) spectra and radial velocities produced by the HARPS DRS.
As the stars are very bright, most spectra have signal to noise ratio (SNR) above 100. The data is naturally divided into observing seasons (one per year) due to observability of the stars.
Despite high SNR on average, some spectra suffer from noise, overexposure, high activity, tellurics or light contamination from the second component of the binary system. Several methods, as well as visual inspection of the spectra, were employed to minimize the noise.
The analysis is focused on α Cen B as it has much better time coverage. Almost all of α Cen A data were taken during five nights in April 2005 and coverage of further seasons is very sparse. The two components are distinguished using equivalent widths of Na d doublet (see Section 2.1).
The data in this work include unbinned observations from seasons considered in Dumusque et al. (2012) with addition of later observations. High cadence observations in 2013 were excluded from this analysis as most measurements from the spectra (like RV and spectral indices) correlate closely with airmass. We expect that a combination of two factors are the cause: light contamination from α Cen A (Bergmann et al. 2015) and point-spread function variations over a night (Berdiñas et al. 2016 (Berdiñas et al. , 2017 . These observations should be analysed separately.
Visual inspection of the spectra
Na d doublet region of the spectrum was visually inspected and classified. In total 249 spectra were rejected -67 observations removed due to low SNR, 37 due to steep slope of the continuum (change of flux by a factor of 2 within 10Å) and 58 due to overexposure.
The rejected spectra are shown in Figure 1 , showing data distribution in Na d lines equivalent widths and crosscorrelation function (CCF) properties. Most rejected observations are outliers in both plots. Spectra were identified as "low SNR" if the noise had amplitude of the shallow absoption features in that spectral region (most spectra don't show any clearly visible noise). The limit is to CCF noise of 0.0006 or SNR of 18 in the order 40 (as provided in FITS headers). Overeposed spectra show "steppy" continuum and very narrow sodium lines, as well as steep slope of the continuum, which most likely comes from the wavelength dependence of non-linear regime of the CCD (Anglada-Escudé & Butler 2012).
The two components of the binary are well separated on the left plot (Figure 1a ) after the bad observations are removed. All spectra with an equivalent width of Na d line at 5889.95Å below 0.8 were identified as α Cen A (4770 spectra), and the ones above -as α Cen B (17096 spectra). The right plot (Figure 1b) shows 3 distinct features-α Cen B CCF computed with K5 template mask, α Cen A CCF computed with G2 template mask, and α Cen A CCF computed with K5 template mask (wrong template mask-about 10% of α Cen A observations affected).
CCF properties and spectral indices of α Cen B
In this section the observing seasons were considered separately and the outliers in the spectral indices and CCF properties were removed based on a visual inspection. Observations were considered outliers if the values were more than 3σ for the particular night or season. As a result, 205 observations were removed from the sample (see Table 1 ).
Equivalent widths were calculated as
where [λ0-λ1] is the range with the core of the line, Fi is flux in a data point, F0 is continuum level, and ∆λ is resolution of the spectrum (0.01Å for all 1D spectra produced by the HARPS DRS). The continuum level is calculated by averaging flux in predefined wavelength ranges with few spectral lines on either side of the line core. Line strengths were calculated from fitting a Gaussian function to the line as −A/F0, where A is the height of the Gaussian and F0 is the base.
The equivalent width of Hα was measured at [6561.85-6563 .85]Å with continuum measured from [6550.00-6555.00] and [6565.00-6570.00]Å. Line strength, sigma (from Gaussian fit to the line) and equivalent width of Hα were inspected as both methods quantify changes in the same line and only the outliers in both were removed. In total 111 observations were discarded (∼0.7 % of the data).
Equivalent widths of Na d lines were measured at 5889.92Å and 5895.92Å with a bandpass of 1Å. The continuum was estimated from [5800.00-5810.00] and [6080.00-6100.00]Å by averaging the top 10 values from each region (the same spectral ranges as used in Gomes da Silva et al. 2011 , but here the lines are measured separately, as described above). The lines were also fitted using four Gaussians -two wide and two narrow components. Equivalent widths of both lines were investigated as well as gaussian parameters of the wide components (which correlate closely with the narrow ones). In total 54 outliers were discarded.
Mount-Wilson S-index was measured as S = α
, where FH is flux measured with triangular filter, centered at 3968.470Å and with F W HM = 1.09, FK is flux measured with triangular filter, centered at 3933.664Å and with F W HM = 1.09, FR is flux measured in [3891, 3911]Å, FV is flux measured in [3991, 4011] Å, and α is a constant of proportionality adopted to be 2.4 (Duncan et al. 1991 ). The value is not corrected for bolometric lumionsity. S-index was inspected using the same procedure and 23 outliers were discarded.
The CCF asymmetry was measured as Vspan -a difference in RV between upper and lower parts of a CCF by fitting a Gaussian. The upper part of the CCF is defined in the range [−∞ : −1σ][+1σ : +∞] and the lower part is defined in the range given by [−∞ : −3σ][−1σ : +1σ][+3σ : +∞] (Boisse et al. 2011) . Vspan, CCF FWHM and CCF contrast were inspected and 17 outliers were removed.
TELLURIC CONTAMINATION
Telluric contamination can have a large impact on radial velocity measurements via both deep (Artigau et al. 2014) and shallow (Cunha et al. 2014 ) absorption features. We selected a pair of deep water lines to estimate the telluric contamination in RV and provide useful practical limits. 
Method
Measuring telluric contamination is quite challenging due to blending of the telluric lines with different atomic lines over the course of a year. The water line at 6543.9Å was chosen as a proxy for contamination as it is relatively deep and there are no strong atomic features present in its vicinity.
The centroid of the line was estimated to have a width of 0.1Å, but as a barycentric correction was already applied to the spectra, the line center moves relative to the stellar spectrum. Its position was empirically approximated with 0.467 · sin( To estimate the error, we measured another, neighbouring water line at 6548.617Å, which is about twice as weak and blends with slightly stronger atomic lines.
An atomic line template spectrum was produced by averaging RV-corrected spectra with EW (6543.9) < 0.002 (all with relative humidity under 10%). The telluric lines are virtually non-existent in the selected spectra and so although they have different positions from observation to observation due to the Earth's motion around the Sun they mostly disappear during the averaging. The template and all the observations were corrected for continua using the pseudocontinuum determination described above and the template was subtracted from the observations for further measurement of the remaining telluric lines.
An example spectrum is shown on Figure 2a . The atomic template is plotted in red, an example high humidity spectrum is plotted in blue (HARPS.2011-03-03T06:52:24.740, EW (6543.9) = 0.054). The shaded regions show the lines measured, with the width corresponding to the window used to calculate the equivalent width. In the case shown, telluric lines are comparable in depth with narrow absorption featues (i.e. the FeI line in the center of the spectral region), which are crucial for the radial velocity measurements.
The two lines correlate very well with each other (Pearson's p = 0.96) and the standard deviation is only 0.0014Å (see Figure 2b ). The duality in the measurement is correlated with the time of year (telluric lines moving relative to the stellar lines), but doesn't produce a large error. The offset is produced by the water line at 6543.9Å blending with a shallow Si i feature at 6543.89Å.
Results
The impact of telluric contamination on RV measurements was evaluated by subtracting the binary component (third order polynomial fit) from the RV measured from each echelle order and plotting it against the EW of the water line (see Figure 3a) . The data were binned by the number of points -100 bins, each containing 167 points. The RV values on the figure were brought to the same reference point by subtracting mean radial velocity at low humidity (EW < 0.02). At low telluric contamination the orders agree reasonably well, but beyond EW > 0.03 some of them start to diverge from the general trend.
The orders that were found to be impacted by tellurics are plotted as solid lines. This disagreement between RV measurements from different orders was quantified in Figure  3b as a standard deviation. This plot shows two trends -one including all the orders and one with most contaminated orders excluded.
One should keep in mind that the RV data contain a sum of all RV signals in addition to telluric contamination (e.g. activity, rotation, companions etc.). The threshold of EW > 0.03 was chosen as the standard deviation of the RV rapidly increases after this point to twice the value at zero contamination and lowering the threshold does not produce a significant improvement.
The red orders tend to have higher RV scatter with increasing telluric contamination, whereas blue orders tend to Again, as these data contain other signals apart from telluric contamination, we compare to the bottom plot on Figure 4 , which shows a RV effect of activity (as measured by log S), using the same binning. Similarly, orders 3, 4, and 5 show a RV offset, which means that it most likely arises from activity rather than telluric contamination.
This effect can be avoided by excluding the most impacted orders from radial velocity measurements or rejecting all spectra with EW (6543.9) > 0.03, which is 616 spectra in this dataset. All cuts with numbers of observations rejected are listed in Table 1 .
One can estimate the telluric contamination of the RV measurements using the conditions measured at the site. The humidity at La Silla is measured at the meteo station using a thin-film polymer humicap at an altitude of 2 meters, as described at the La Silla website 1 . Comparison of telluric contamination as measured by EW (6543.9Å) and the onsite humidity and temperature measurements recorded is shown on Figure 5 . The values of the humidity, temperature, and airmass used were given in FITS headers, apart from RV difference, m/s Figure 4 . Top: the difference between average radial velocity at high telluric contamination (using last 3 bins, see Figure 3a ) and low telluric contamination (EW < 0.02) for eachéchelle order. The orders marked with vertical lines were identified to be affected by telluric contamination the most. Bottom: similar to the top plot, but the difference between average radial velocity at high activity (log S = -1.31) and low activity (log S < -1.37). 4274 observations in the sample, which have default relative humidity (RH) value of 12%. The spectral line measures amount of water vapour along a line of site, so we computed precipitable water vapour (PWV) value using an empirical relationship from Hussain (1984) :
where RH is relative humidity and T is temperature in
Here we assume a linear correlation between the sensor readings and the water line depth, so the figure shows two least-squares line fits -one with an offset (solid line) and one starting at origin (dashed line). The latter represents the assumption of no water line in the spectrum at zero PWV. The two lines have different slopes, but are still quite close to each other. Although the two values closely correlate, Pearson's correlation coefficient is only 0.66. The large scatter around the fits is due to the fact that PWV is calculated using sensors at the observatory site, whereas EW of the water lines measures amount of water along the line of sight. Presumably, low haze or a thin cloud in a particular direction introduces discrepancy in the measurements.
If we want to remove the most contaminated observations having only the humidity and temperature information provided in the FITS headers, we will need to assume that these fits are good. This gives us two limits on airmasscorrected PWV -6.7 mm and 6.0 mm, as marked on Figure  5 . This way, only 45% or 58% of the contaminated data will be removed, respectively. In addition, 4% or 8% extra (uncontaminated) observations are removed if the PWV condition is applied.
Measuring water vapour from the spectra is more robust, as it represents an actual amount of contamination between a target and a telescope. Removing observations based of the sensor data will result in more contaminated observations left in the dataset due to the scatter.
616 observations of α Cen B (3.6% of the data) in our sample have EW (6543.9) > 0.03 and were removed from the analysis, providing a cleaner dataset. To quantify, we subtracted binary component from the RV and computed a root mean square: Table 1 . Number of observations removed using different proxies. First four rows -outliers due to light contamination removed using spectral indices and CCF, as described in Section 2.2. Last row -limit on telluric contamination using a water line at 6544 A, as described in Section 3.2. The final list of observations used is availble as a supplementary online The RMS value is lower compared to the original dataset as we removed outliers using multiple proxies (CCF properties, spectral indices, tellurics), as opposed to just the RV measurements (Zhao et al. 2018 ).
ACTIVITY INDICATORS
α Cen B is a moderately active K-dwarf with log R HK = -4.9 (Henry & Newsom 1996; Dumusque et al. 2012) , but still quite a bit of variation is observed. The most commonly used indicator of chromospheric activity is the S-indexmeasuring emission in cores of the H and K lines of the Ca II (Wilson 1978) . HARPS spectra are high resolution and there are enough data available for α Cen B to investigate changes in narrow lines across the whole spectrum. Three features were identified in a small spectral range [4340Å, 4480Å] by Thompson et al. (2017) . A strong correlation with Ca II H&K lines was found for one narrow and two wide features: Fe i 4375Å, Fe i 4383Å and Fe i 4404Å. Another 40 were identified across the whole available spectral range by Wise et al. (2018) using an automated pipeline.
Here we consider the same season (year 2010) as in Thompson et al. (2017) , which has clear rotational activity variations and amplitude comparable to long-term activity. The regular spacing of the observations, sinusoidal variations of the S-index with a relatively high amplitude provide both good sampling and baseline for the activity variations.
Method
For each observation from 2010 the spectra were corrected for RV (as measured with the HARPS pipeline) and divided by a low activity template. The low activity template was computed by median stacking the 10 spectra with lowest values of S-index. The resulting general shape is well approximated with a third order polynomial, but due to an imperfect blaze correction some spectra show continuum variations. To correct for this, the spectra were median binned by 10Å and intepolated using cubic splines to identify the pseudocontinuum. The resulting relative spectra were overplotted and coloured based on S-index value for easy identification of active lines. We visually inspected the whole HARPS spectrum range for different line shape variations. A line was added to the list if its relative flux variation was above 2% (the relative spectra have about 1% noise level). The species were determined by comparing to the spectral atlas spectroweb.
Equivalent widths of the lines (and their variations) were measured and asymmetries of the lines were quantified by subtracting mean flux in the right and left wings of the line. Equivalent widths were measured the same way as in the previous section (see eq. 1). The line core was selected manually to contain all the flux variations, and the pseudocontinua were chosen to be non-varying parts of the spectra. Right and left wings here are parts of a line on either side of a measured center with the same width (half width of the line core window).
In addition, we computed Pearson's correlation coefficients for both measured values compared to logS. The code used in this work to measure line variations is available on github 2 .
Results
The full list of 345 activity sensitive lines are given in the appendix A. These include the 40 lines compiled by Wise et al. (2018) and maybe comparable to the 489 lines found by Dumusque (2018) . Visual inspection of the relative spectra produced much better results in the blue part of the spectrum which is less hampered by tellurics despite the higher noise and relative lack of continuum to rely on.
Ca H & K lines were used as a test case for correlation and an estimate of measurement discrepancy between Mount-Wilson S-index and equivalent width from a relative spectrum. The correlation here has very small scatter and correlation coefficient close to 1, which is expected. Most lines correlate with S-index in either flux or asymmetry. Some are definitely sensitive to activity, but don't correlate with Ca H & K lines, which could mean the variations are produced via different processes. In addition, several spectral lines identified in Wise et al. (2018) (e.g. Fe i 4602.95Å) do not show correlation between the equivalent width and Sindex. This is most likely because correlations in Wise et al. (2018) are obtained between S-index and core depth, central width, and RV, which measure different line properties that vary independently from each other.
All the lines listed vary in time in different ways -core flux, position or shape. Inspecting the relative spectra reveals much more information than just the equivalent width of a line. Figure 6 shows two examples of lines changing in flux and in shape:
(i) Fe i 5397.13Å line (Figure 6a ) changes substantially with activity and seems rather symmetrical.
(ii) Fe i 6230.73Å line (Figure 6b ) varies much less in total flux (only about 3%), but rather in the difference of a mean flux in the red and blue wings. Another type of features is blended lines, of which there are at least 25 in the list. Two species were specified for one line if two strong lines blended and the resulting feature had only one peak. If the two lines change in flux in a different way, the resulting blended feature will change shape and mock radial velocity shifts. We suspect that a substantial amount of variations are caused by blending of strong lines with weaker features that also vary, but are not measurable in a reliable way, even with these high-SNR data.
DISCUSSION
We analysed HARPS observations of α Cen B and assessed the quality of the data. A number of observations were rejected due to bad quality spectra using independent proxies, providing a cleaner dataset.
Telluric contamination was estimated using a pair of water lines in the spectrum. Those lines proved to be relatively good indicators as they don't blend with strong atomic features in the stellar spectrum over the course of a year. We put a limit on contamination using radial velocity measurements of separate orders and identify those that are most affected. Only a small fraction of observations was too affected to be used. Removing the affected orders from RV measurements reduced disagreement between orders from about 4 m s −1 to 2 m s −1 .
Activity in FGK stars is commonly estimated from only two Ca H & K lines. In this work we present 345 spectral lines sensitive to activity. The number is much higher than in previous works for a variety of reasons including our focus on high resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio spectra of a single star. We have visually inspected the selected lines to ensure robust identification of weaker lines and a variety of line shapes.
The line list includes lines throughout the spectral range considered including multiple lines in most spectral orders. Visual inspection of the relative spectra enables identific-ation of a wide variety of different shape variations of the spectral lines that ultimately affect the radial velocity measurements. Not all lines in the list correlate with Ca H & K lines, as measured by the equivalent width variations and asymmetry, but all change in flux or shape (as expected due to the method used). As the lines originate in different pressure and temperature environments, they vary in different ways that affect radial velocity measurements differentlycore flux, wings, width, asymmetries, blended lines etc. Even neighbouring spectral lines are affected differently, so measuring radial velocity from individual lines (Dumusque 2018) of small wavelength ranges (Butler et al. 1996) will produce much better results. The list in the Appendix A samples the whole HARPS spectral range and can be treated as a list of the most sensitive lines. 
